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(54) POWER-ASSISTED STEERING SYSTEM AND MOBILE INSPECTION DEVICE

(57) The present disclosure relates to a power-as-
sisted steering system and a mobile inspection device.
The present disclosure provides a directional control
valve (5), a second hydraulic pump (6) and a first driving
motor (7). When determining an engine on chassis (3)
has not been started, a central control unit (1) controls
to start the first driving motor (7) according to a received
travelling instruction such that the first driving motor (7)

drives the second hydraulic pump (6) and then the pow-
er-assisted steering motor (2) can be driven through a
second oil path of the second hydraulic pump (6). Ac-
cordingly, the power-assisted steering system can be
driven to operate when the mobile inspection device is
in operation and the engine on chassis (3) is not started,
thus it is possible to drive the power-assisted steering
system without the engine on chassis (3).
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Description

FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a field of con-
tainer scanning, and more particularly to a mobile inspec-
tion device and a power-assisted steering system for a
mobile inspection device.

BACKGROUND

[0002] A power-assisted steering system of vehicle
can helps drivers to adjust vehicle’s travelling direction
such that the drivers can provide less effort to turn steer-
ing wheels. Normally, a vehicle is provided with a power-
assisted steering system. An engine on chassis drives a
hydraulic pump which then drives a power-assisted
steering motor so as to provide power steering to a steer-
ing wheel. A mobile inspection device is disposed on a
vehicle, and can scan a container(s) on a vehicle being
detected while the vehicle is travelling.
[0003] During operation of the existing power-assisted
steering system of the mobile inspection device, the en-
gine on chassis usually is not started, and the vehicle is
driven by a third-party power source to travel forward,
travel backward and steer. However, if the engine on
chassis is not started, the hydraulic pump cannot be pow-
ered and the power-assisted steering system of the ve-
hicle fails to operate due to lack of power. In this case, a
driver should provide more effort to turn the steering
wheel, which causes inconvenience.
[0004] Therefore, there is needed a power-assisted
steering solution applied in a mobile inspection device in
order to solve the above technical problems.

SUMMARY

[0005] To overcome the above disadvantages in ex-
isting solutions, it is an object of the present disclosure
to provide a power-assisted steering system and a mobile
inspection device which can prevent the power-assisted
steering system from failing to operate when the engine
on chassis of the mobile inspection device is not started.
[0006] To achieve the above objects, according to an
aspect of the disclosure, there is provided a power-as-
sisted steering system, comprising: a central control unit,
a power-assisted steering motor and a first hydraulic
pump connected to an engine on chassis, wherein the
power-assisted steering system further comprises a di-
rectional control valve, a second hydraulic pump and a
first driving motor, wherein the first driving motor is con-
nected to the second hydraulic pump; the directional con-
trol valve is connected to each of the first hydraulic pump,
the second hydraulic pump and the power-assisted steer-
ing motor so as to switch between a first oil path of the
first hydraulic pump and a second oil path of the second
hydraulic pump for driving the power-assisted steering
motor; the central control unit is configured to: when re-

ceiving a travelling instruction, determine whether the en-
gine on chassis has been started; and if the engine on
chassis has not been started, control to start the first driv-
ing motor such that the first driving motor drives the sec-
ond hydraulic pump and thus the power-assisted steering
motor can be driven through the second oil path of the
second hydraulic pump.
[0007] Furthermore, the power-assisted steering sys-
tem further comprises a remote control device and a
steering device connected to a steering wheel; the central
control unit is further configured to: receive the travelling
instruction transmitted from the remote control device;
and when determining the engine on chassis has not
been started, control steering of the steering device ac-
cording to the travelling instruction.
[0008] Preferably, the second hydraulic pump is a hy-
draulic duplex pump, wherein one hydraulic pump of the
hydraulic duplex pump is connected to the directional
control valve via the second oil path, and the other hy-
draulic pump of the hydraulic duplex pump is connected
to the steering device via a third oil path; when the first
driving motor is started, the hydraulic duplex pump can
drive the power-assisted steering motor via the second
oil path and supply oil to the steering device via the third
oil path.
[0009] Preferably, the remote control device compris-
es a remote controller and a remote receiver, wherein
the remote receiver is adapted to receive the travelling
instruction transmitted from the remote controller and
transmit the travelling instruction to the central control
unit.
[0010] Preferably, the steering device comprises a hy-
draulic directional control valve and a hydraulic motor,
wherein the hydraulic motor is connected to each of the
hydraulic directional control valve and the steering wheel;
the central control unit is further configured to: control
the hydraulic directional control valve according to the
travelling instruction so as to select an oil path through
which oil will be supplied to the hydraulic motor, such that
the hydraulic motor controls steering of the steering
wheel according to the selected oil path.
[0011] Furthermore, the power-assisted steering sys-
tem further comprises a second driving motor; the central
control unit is further configured to: after controlling to
start the first driving motor, control to start the second
driving motor so as to power the vehicle.
[0012] Preferably, the central control unit is configured
to: after controlling to start the first driving motor for a
predetermined period of time, control to start the second
driving motor.
[0013] According to another aspect of the disclosure,
there is provided a mobile inspection device, comprising:
a vehicle, a radiation source and a detection device that
are disposed on the vehicle, wherein the vehicle com-
prises the afore-mentioned power-assisted steering sys-
tem.
[0014] The present disclosure provides the directional
control valve, the second hydraulic pump and the first
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driving motor. When determining the engine on chassis
has not been started, the central control unit controls to
start the first driving motor according to the received trav-
elling instruction such that the first driving motor drives
the second hydraulic pump and then the power-assisted
steering motor can be driven through the second oil path
of the second hydraulic pump. Accordingly, the power-
assisted steering system can be driven to operate when
the mobile inspection device is in operation and the en-
gine on chassis is not started, thus it is possible to drive
the power-assisted steering system without the engine
on chassis. Moreover, it is easy to manipulate a steering
wheel to control a travelling direction, thus it is possible
to improve operational flexibility and adaptability of the
power-assisted steering system of the mobile inspection
device.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015]

FIG. 1 is a structural diagram of a power-assisted
steering system according to a first example of the
present disclosure.
FIG. 2 is a structural diagram of a power-assisted
steering system according to a second example of
the present disclosure.

Reference Numerals

[0016]

1 Central Control Unit
2 Power-assisted Steering Motor
3 Engine on Chassis
4 First Hydraulic Pump
5 Directional Control Valve
6 Second Hydraulic Pump
7 First Driving Motor
8 Second Driving Motor
9 Remote Control Device
10 Steering Device
11 Steering Wheel
91 Remote Controller
92 Remote Receiver
101 Hydraulic Directional Control Valve
102 Hydraulic Motor

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0017] In order to make objects, technical details and
advantages of the embodiments of the disclosure appar-
ent, the technical solutions of the embodiment will be
described in a clearly and fully understandable way in
connection with the drawings related to the embodiments
of the disclosure. It is obvious that the described embod-
iments are just a part but not all of the embodiments of
the disclosure. Based on the described embodiments

herein, those skilled in the art can obtain other embodi-
ment(s), without any inventive work, which should be
within the scope of the disclosure.
[0018] The present disclosure provides a directional
control valve, a second hydraulic pump and a first driving
motor to switch modes of driving a power-assisted steer-
ing system, such that the power-assisted steering system
can be driven when a mobile inspection device is in op-
eration and an engine on chassis is not started and there-
by it is easy to manipulate a steering wheel.
[0019] In order to clearly explain technical solutions of
the present disclosure, a power-assisted steering system
of the present disclosure will be described in detail with
reference to the following examples in connection with
FIGs. 1 and 2.

First Example

[0020] FIG. 1 is a structural diagram of a power-assist-
ed steering system according to a first example of the
present disclosure. As shown in FIG. 1, the power-as-
sisted steering system comprises a central control unit
1, a power-assisted steering motor 2 and a first hydraulic
pump 4, wherein the first hydraulic pump 4 is connected
to an engine on chassis 3. The power-assisted steering
system further comprises a directional control valve 5, a
second hydraulic pump 6 and a first driving motor 7,
wherein the first driving motor 7 is connected to the sec-
ond hydraulic pump 6. The directional control valve 5 is
connected to each of the first hydraulic pump 4, the sec-
ond hydraulic pump 6 and the power-assisted steering
motor 2 so as to switch between a first oil path of the first
hydraulic pump and a second oil path of the second hy-
draulic pump and thereby switch between respective hy-
draulic sources for the power-assisted steering motor 2.
The power-assisted steering motor 2 is powered through
the oil paths of the hydraulic pumps. That is to say, the
power-assisted steering motor 2 can be powered by the
first hydraulic pump 4 that is driven by the engine on
chassis 3 or the second hydraulic pump 6 that is driven
by the first driving motor 7.
[0021] The central control unit 1 is configured to: when
receiving a travelling instruction, determine whether the
engine on chassis 3 has been started; and if the engine
on chassis 3 has not been started, control to start the
first driving motor 7 such that the first driving motor 7
drives the second hydraulic pump 6 and thus the power-
assisted steering motor 2 can be driven through the sec-
ond oil path of the second hydraulic pump 6.
[0022] Specifically, a driver transmits the travelling in-
struction to the central control unit 1. After receiving the
travelling instruction transmitted from the driver, the cen-
tral control unit 1 determines whether the engine on chas-
sis 3 has been started. If the engine on chassis 3 has not
been started, the central control unit 1 controls to start
the first driving motor 7 such that the first driving motor
7 drives the second hydraulic pump 6. Then, the oil path
of the second hydraulic pump 6 is open, thus oil can be
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transmitted to the power-assisted steering motor 2 via
the directional control valve 5 so as to power the power-
assisted steering motor 2. If the engine on chassis 3 has
been started (which means this vehicle has been start-
ed), the engine on chassis 3 can drive the first hydraulic
pump 4. Then, the oil path of the first hydraulic pump 4
is open, thus hydraulic oil can be transmitted to the pow-
er-assisted steering motor 2 via the directional control
valve 5.
[0023] The central control unit 1 can be a separate unit
or integrated with a control system of the mobile inspec-
tion device. It is appreciated by those skilled in the art
that any control scheme for implementing the present
disclosure is intended to be included within the scope of
the present disclosure.
[0024] The directional control valve 5 may be a bi-di-
rectional control valve which can switch between the first
oil path of the first hydraulic pump 4 and the second oil
path of the second hydraulic pump 6. General principles
and operations of the bi-directional control valve are well
known in the art and thus will not be explained here.
[0025] The present disclosure provides the directional
control valve, the second hydraulic pump and the first
driving motor. When determining the engine on chassis
has not been started, the central control unit controls to
start the first driving motor according to the received trav-
elling instruction such that the first driving motor drives
the second hydraulic pump and then the power-assisted
steering motor can be driven through the second oil path
of the second hydraulic pump. Accordingly, the power-
assisted steering system can be driven to operate when
the mobile inspection device is in operation and the en-
gine on chassis is not started, thus it is possible to drive
the power-assisted steering system without the engine
on chassis. Moreover, it is easy to manipulate a steering
wheel to control a travelling direction, thus it is possible
to improve operational flexibility and adaptability of the
power-assisted steering system of the mobile inspection
device.
[0026] Furthermore, the power-assisted steering sys-
tem further comprises a second driving motor 8 which is
connected to a transmission shaft on chassis (not shown)
of the vehicle. The second driving motor 8 can serve as
a third-party power source of the vehicle that is able to
drive the vehicle to travel forward, travel backward and
steer.
[0027] The central control unit 1 is further configured
to: after controlling to start the first driving motor 7, control
to start the second driving motor 8 so as to power the
vehicle.
[0028] Specifically, the central control unit 1 is config-
ured to: after controlling to start the first driving motor 7
for a predetermined period of time, control to start the
second driving motor 8. Preferably, the predetermined
period of time can be a few seconds.
[0029] The central control unit 1 of the power-assisted
steering system according to the disclosure controls to,
when determining the engine on chassis 3 has not been

started, start the first driving motor 7 first so as to activate
the power-assisted steering motor 2, which ensures the
power-assisted steering system is operable. Then, after
a few seconds, the central control unit 1 controls to start
the second driving motor 8 so as to power the vehicle.
Therefore, it is ensured that the power-assisted steering
system is operable when the vehicle is started or travel-
ling, thus the driver can operate a steering wheel 11 with
the assistance of the power-assisted steering system.
[0030] The power-assisted steering system according
to the first example is mainly applied in a case where the
driver manipulates the mobile inspection device (i.e., the
driver drives the vehicle). The driver can send the trav-
elling instruction to the central control unit. If the engine
on chassis has not been started, the power-assisted
steering motor is powered through the first driving motor
and the second hydraulic pump. Therefore, the driver
can operate a steering wheel with the assistance of the
power-assisted steering system.

Second Example

[0031] FIG. 2 is a structural diagram of a power-assist-
ed steering system according to a second example of
the present disclosure. As shown in FIG. 2, the power-
assisted steering system comprises a central control unit
1, a power-assisted steering motor 2, an engine on chas-
sis 3, a first hydraulic pump 4, a directional control valve
5, a second hydraulic pump 6 and a first driving motor 7.
The power-assisted steering system can further com-
prise a second driving motor 8.
[0032] The connections, principles, operations and
functions of respective components of the second exam-
ple are same with that of the first example, and thus will
not be explained again. The power-assisted steering sys-
tem of the second example differs from the power-assist-
ed steering system of the first example in that: the power-
assisted steering system of the second example com-
prises a remote control device 9 and a steering device
10. The steering wheel 11 can be manipulated with the
assistance of the remote control device 9 and steering
device 10, thus it is possible to achieve self-driving of the
mobile inspection device.
[0033] According to the second example, the central
control unit 1 is further configured to: receive a travelling
instruction transmitted from the remote control device 9;
and when determining the engine on chassis 3 has not
been started, control steering of the steering device 10
according to the travelling instruction.
[0034] As shown in FIG. 2, the remote control device
9 comprises a remote controller 91 and a remote receiver
92. The remote controller 91 is adapted to receive a trav-
elling instruction transmitted from a user and transmit the
travelling instruction to the remote receiver 92. The re-
mote receiver 92 is adapted to receive the travelling in-
struction transmitted from the remote controller 91 and
transmit the travelling instruction to the central control
unit 1.
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[0035] The remote controller 91 and the remote receiv-
er 92 of the remote control device 9 can communicate
with each other via infrared communication modules,
Bluetooth communication modules, 3G communication
modules and the like. The principle and operation of com-
munication between the remote controller 91 and the re-
mote receiver 92 are well known in the art and thus will
not be explained here. It is appreciated by those skilled
in the art that any remote communication scheme for
remote transmitting of control signals is intended to be
included within the scope of the present disclosure.
[0036] The remote control device 9 transmits the trav-
elling instruction transmitted from the user to the central
control unit 1 such that the central control unit 1 can per-
form a general control.
[0037] According to the second example, the second
hydraulic pump 6 may be a hydraulic duplex pump. One
hydraulic pump of the hydraulic duplex pump (the left
hydraulic pump as shown in FIG. 2) is connected to the
directional control valve 5 via the second oil path, and
the other hydraulic pump of the hydraulic duplex pump
(the right hydraulic pump as shown in FIG. 2) is connect-
ed to the steering device 10 via a third oil path.
[0038] The hydraulic duplex pump has a transmission
shaft, wherein one end of the transmission shaft causes
respective rotors of the two hydraulic pumps to rotate,
and the other end of the transmission shaft is driven
through the first driving motor 7. The hydraulic duplex
pump comprises a common oil inlet and separate oil out-
lets. The left hydraulic pump is dedicated to driving, while
the right hydraulic pump is dedicated to steering. A cou-
pling is provided to achieve simultaneous operations of
the two hydraulic pumps. When the first driving motor 7
is started, the hydraulic duplex pump can drive the power-
assisted steering motor 2 via the second oil path and
supply oil to the steering device 10 via the third oil path.
[0039] As shown in FIG. 2, the steering device 10 com-
prises a hydraulic directional control valve 101 and a hy-
draulic motor 102. The hydraulic motor 102 is connected
to each of the hydraulic directional control valve 101 and
the steering wheel 11.
[0040] The central control unit 1 is further configured
to: control the hydraulic directional control valve 101 ac-
cording to the received travelling instruction so as to se-
lect an oil path through which the oil will be supplied to
the hydraulic motor 102, such that the hydraulic motor
102 controls the steering of the steering wheel 11 ac-
cording to the selected oil path.
[0041] Specifically, the remote receiver 92 transmits
the travelling instruction to the central control unit 1, which
then can control the steering of the steering device 10
according to the remote instruction (i.e., the travelling
instruction) such that it is possible to achieve an auto-
matic operation of the mobile inspection device.
[0042] Specifically, the third oil path of the right hydrau-
lic pump of the second hydraulic pump 6 is connected to
an oil inlet of the hydraulic directional control valve 101.
The hydraulic directional control valve 101 may be a so-

lenoid valve that is provided with three switches corre-
sponding to three output oil paths of the third oil path
respectively, wherein the output oil paths correspond to
three steering modes (i.e., turning right, travelling straight
forward and turning left) of the hydraulic motor 102. The
hydraulic directional control valve 101 can control to open
a corresponding switch of the solenoid valve according
to a steering control signal in the travelling instruction so
as to select a corresponding output oil path of the third
oil path and control the hydraulic motor 102, which then
causes the steering wheel 11 to steer. For example, the
steering control signal in the travelling instruction may be
a level signal, wherein a high level signal (1 V) represents
turning right, a low level signal (-1V) represents turning
left, and a zero level signal (0V) represent travelling
straight forward.
[0043] As compared with the first example, the power-
assisted steering system according to the second exam-
ple provides remote control of the power-assisted steer-
ing system and remote control of the steering. The power-
assisted steering system according to the second exam-
ple is mainly applied in a case where the mobile inspec-
tion device is manipulated without a driver (i.e., the ve-
hicle is driven without a driver). The remote control device
can send the travelling instruction to the central control
unit. If the engine on chassis has not been started, the
power-assisted steering motor is powered through the
first driving motor and the second hydraulic pump such
that it is ensured that the power-assisted steering system
can normally operate. Moreover, the hydraulic directional
control valve is controlled to select the output oil path
according to the travelling instruction (steering control
signal) so as to control the steering of the hydraulic motor.
The control process is performed without a driver.

Third Example

[0044] According to a third example, there is provided
a mobile inspection device, which comprises a vehicle
and a radiation source and a detection device that are
disposed on the vehicle, wherein the vehicle comprises
the afore-mentioned power-assisted steering system.
[0045] The vehicle, the positions of the radiation
source and the detection device on the vehicle, and the
connection thereof are well known in the art and thus will
not be explained here.
[0046] The above embodiments describe technical
principles of the present disclosure. The above embod-
iments are merely provided for describing the principle
of the present invention, but not intended to limit the
scope of the present invention in any way. Other specific
implementations may be made by one skilled in the art
based on the explanation herein without creative work,
and all these implementations will fall into the protection
scope of the invention.
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Claims

1. A power-assisted steering system, comprising: a
central control unit (1), a power-assisted steering
motor (2) and a first hydraulic pump (4) connected
to an engine on chassis (3), characterized in that,
the power-assisted steering system further compris-
es a directional control valve (5), a second hydraulic
pump (6) and a first driving motor (7), wherein the
first driving motor (7) is connected to the second hy-
draulic pump (6); the directional control valve (5) is
connected to each of the first hydraulic pump (4), the
second hydraulic pump (6) and the power-assisted
steering motor (2) so as to switch between a first oil
path of the first hydraulic pump (4) and a second oil
path of the second hydraulic pump (6) for driving the
power-assisted steering motor (2);
the central control unit (1) is configured to: when re-
ceiving a travelling instruction, determine whether
the engine on chassis (3) has been started; and if
the engine on chassis (3) has not been started, con-
trol to start the first driving motor (7) such that the
first driving motor (7) drives the second hydraulic
pump (6) and thus the power-assisted steering motor
(2) can be driven through the second oil path of the
second hydraulic pump (6).

2. The power-assisted steering system according to
claim 1, characterized in that, further comprising a
remote control device (9) and a steering device (10)
connected to a steering wheel (11);
the central control unit (1) is further configured to:
receive the travelling instruction transmitted from the
remote control device (9); and when determining the
engine on chassis (3) has not been started, control
steering of the steering device (10) according to the
travelling instruction.

3. The power-assisted steering system according to
claim 2, characterized in that, the second hydraulic
pump (6) is a hydraulic duplex pump, wherein one
hydraulic pump of the hydraulic duplex pump is con-
nected to the directional control valve (5) via the sec-
ond oil path, and the other hydraulic pump of the
hydraulic duplex pump is connected to the steering
device (10) via a third oil path;
when the first driving motor (7) is started, the hydrau-
lic duplex pump can drive the power-assisted steer-
ing motor (2) via the second oil path and supply oil
to the steering device (10) via the third oil path.

4. The power-assisted steering system according to
claim 2, characterized in that, the remote control
device (9) comprises a remote controller (91) and a
remote receiver (92), wherein the remote receiver
(92) is adapted to receive the travelling instruction
transmitted from the remote controller (91) and trans-
mit the travelling instruction to the central control unit

(1).

5. The power-assisted steering system according to
claim 2, characterized in that, the steering device
(10) comprises a hydraulic directional control valve
(101) and a hydraulic motor (102), wherein the hy-
draulic motor (102) is connected to each of the hy-
draulic directional control valve (101) and the steer-
ing wheel (11);
the central control unit (1) is further configured to:
control the hydraulic directional control valve (101)
according to the travelling instruction so as to select
an oil path through which oil will be supplied to the
hydraulic motor (102), such that the hydraulic motor
(102) controls steering of the steering wheel (11) ac-
cording to the selected oil path.

6. The power-assisted steering system according to
any of claims 1-5, characterized in that, further
comprising a second driving motor (8);
the central control unit (1) is further configured to:
after controlling to start the first driving motor (7),
control to start the second driving motor (8) so as to
power the vehicle.

7. The power-assisted steering system according to
claim 6, characterized in that, the central control
unit (1) is configured to: after controlling to start the
first driving motor (7) for a predetermined period of
time, control to start the second driving motor (8).

8. A mobile inspection device, comprising: a vehicle, a
radiation source and a detection device that are dis-
posed on the vehicle, characterized in that, the ve-
hicle comprises a power-assisted steering system
according to any of claims 1-7.
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